Job Description


Company:

HOLOGIC Japan



Position:

Sales Manager – Breast Health



Report to:

Breast Health BU Head (Sr. Director)



Location:

Tokyo

HOLOGIC: The Science of Sure
Driven by our ethos, The Science of Sure, we’re a diverse, dedicated, creative team that develops,
markets and services some of the most innovative and accurate diagnostic imaging systems and
surgical products on the planet. Our core business units are focused on breast health, diagnostics,
GYN surgical, and skeletal health.
While we’re focused and passionate about our work, we never forget that what we’re really doing
is giving people greater confidence and peace of mind in their diagnosis—enabling healthier lives,

everywhere, every day.
Specialties: Breast & Skeletal Health, Diagnostic, GYN Surgical Solutions


Website:

http://www.hologic.com



Industry:

Medical Devices



Type:

Public Company



Headquarters: 250 Campus Drive Marlborough, MA 01752 United States



Company Size: 5001-10,000 employees



Founded:

1985

Role Overview

At the re-starting stage of the company, Hologic Japan is developing direct sales of
Mammography, while also developing the relationship with new distributors to drive
Hologic Mammography sales in Japan.
Sales Manager is expected to be a hands-on Manager to manage and coach sales reps and
to support them to coordinate with other functional teams (Application/FSE), eventually
to achieve sales target. The ultimate goal is to raise the share in Japan market by
developing partnership with distributors as well as managing direct sales team.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities




Meet or exceed overall sales and profitability goals for Breast Health business.
Communicate with BU Head and Marketing Manager and develop / strengthen
strategic sales plan to maximize overall sales and profit goals.



Coordinate with Application Specialists and Field Service Team when necessary to
manage the projects smoothly and to represent as One Hologic.



Mentor and train the sales representatives directly in the following areas to develop
high-performing team that exceeds expectation.

 Develop effective sales strategies for targeted accounts in the focus areas to make
quarterly and annual targets.
 Provide training and mentor for strong product knowledge and outstanding selling
skills.
 Coach sales representatives to keep them high motivated for achieving and exceeding
goals.




Establish strong relationship with key customers.
Provide accurate forecasts to marketing, Finance, and company’s management.
Perform annual reviews of direct reports.



Provide customer-insight to the organization for current/future product
development.



Performs other related duties as assigned.

Skills and Experience




Bachelor’s degree or above.
Minimum of 5 years of experience as sales representative, and plus at least 5 years of
experience in sales management position(s) in the healthcare industry.



Having both direct sales and dealer management experience is ideal.








Successful track record as a sales leader at global company.
Strong skills in establishing sales operation, mentoring/coaching.
Strong motivation for success.
Strong strategic thinking and planning skills.
Frequent travel is required.
English skill is not required.

